
The creation of “Special Words Series” was first initiated in 2013 when I was frequently asked by
friends, parents and professionals on how they can explain certain ‘important and hard to teach’
words to their children. Then I came to realize that these words sometimes pose a challenge
because not only are they special words, they are often sensitive — words that may bring about
personal issues, family values and societal views and expectations.
Today’s parents run such full and busy lives in making sure that they provide the very best for their
children, yet, they find it so difficult to be able to give their children the most basic and important
needs of all: their time, energy and love, all unconditionally.
So, reassure your children that they are so important to you that you can give them almost all the
time you have. Console your children that they are so valued by you that you would make sacrifices
on other things in order to spend quality time with them and give them your undivided attention
and energy. Affirm your children that they are so precious to you that you would do everything possible to let them know how much you love them and how you would try your best to love them
right — no matter how they behave and what they do.
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Every quality minute you spend with your children, learning with them, loving them and laughing
with them while they are little and young, will be rewarded in abundance through their trust and
communication with you during their adolescence and adulthood.
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I thank God that this children’s book ends up in your hands and for your consideration to read to
and with your child. I thank my parents for giving me every opportunity to learn, love and laugh
with them. I thank my dear friend, Marise and a very special young girl, Kiki, for their amazing hard
work in joining me to complete this book. I would also like to thank Kiki’s father for sharing his
skills and expertise in working on the layout and printing of the book. Special thanks also goes to
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Ng for their generous financial support so that anyone who wishes to receive a
copy of this book can get it for free. And last but not least, thank you for allowing us to walk with
you, in the best interests of your children and our future generation.
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Should you have any questions, thoughts and suggestions (positive or negative) for us to continue
with our work, please feel free to contact me at vipsws2013@gmail.com. I would sincerely appreciate
hearing from you.
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Creator of Special Words Series

May this book be a gift to you and your children, as you share with them your unconditional time,
energy and love through reading it together.
May it be a useful tool for you as you share with them how there are different kinds of families in
this world and how some families are able to help other children.
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May it be a treasure in your home for instilling the knowledge and values you would like to pass
onto your children as they learn and grow to become happy, healthy and responsible children,
adolescents and adults.
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VIP Reading Tips
People talk a lot about IQ (Intelligence Quotient), EQ (Emotional Quotient) and AQ (Adaptability
Quotient). Some are also talking about CQ (Curiosity Quotient) and SQ (Spiritual Quotient). All
of these are often important for leading and living a successful life. However, without being a
person of good character and conscience, which includes being compassionate and respectful
to self and others, none of these quotients would mean much. Many say that good character
and conscience are essential components of our identity. In fact, when we are people of good
character and conscience, these quotients along with our self-identity and esteem - would be
raised to even higher levels, and so would our level of happiness in life.
We are our children’s role models. When we act and behave morally, our children learn to act
and behave morally. We would like them to be self-respectful and humbly confident. What we
teach them and show them when they are young will form the foundation from which they
develop. If we teach and love them right as they are growing up, they are more able to make
good choices and steer away from bad choices down the road.

c) What the child is thinking about and feeling at the time;
d) Important questions, topics and/or events that would otherwise not have been
known to you from the child, if it wasn’t for this opportunity to read together.
3) Briefly introduce the content of the book before you and the child journey through the
book together.
Each book will focus on two “VIP Love Codes”. Please feel free to take reference from the full
“VIP Love Codes” list to teach and share.
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Our words and actions exhibit whether we are of good character and conscience. When we
learn to understand what love means by being loved, we will definitely know more about how
to share love. When we do good deeds and feel good about ourselves, we will definitely feel
happier. Together, we would make this world a better place, filled with love and joy.
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Therefore, through reading each book, we would like to teach and share “VIP Love Codes” attitudes, manners, traits and virtues, which would hopefully help our children to become
people of good character and conscience. It is our ultimate common goal that they make the
right life choices and decisions for themselves as they grow towards independence.
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Basic Suggestions:
1) Adult readers guiding children to read should always first read the book themselves for
better preparation. By doing so, you would have a first-hand feeling of how you would
like to use the book and read the book with the child, as well as preparing yourself for
the questions, values and beliefs which you would like to teach and share or which may
come up during reading.
2) When you are with the child, begin with focusing on the book cover. Point to things
(words or illustrations) which may start a nice conversation about the book. This
conversation may provide you with:
a) An impression of what the child understands about our world;
b) Some ideas of how the child can relate to the book title;
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“Special Words” Series

Book #5: “FOSTERING”
Love Codes: Care & Selflessness
Some children are fostered because their birth parents are unable to care for them. Foster
parents come forward because they want to help a child for a temporary period of time when
the child needs it. Once the birth family is able to look after the child again or the child is
approved to be adopted by an adoptive family, the child leaves the foster home. So in most
cases, foster parents are caring and selfless people who love children and want to help them
through a crisis.
So teach our children about care and selflessness. We want to be caring and selfless whenever
possible because these are special virtues that would help to make ourselves and others feel
love.

For Children Age: Birth – 3 Years Old
1) Which pictures in the book do we like?
2) What do we like about these pictures?
3) Other than living where you are now, have you ever been to another home? Have you
ever visited your cousin’s home or a friend’s home? Did you enjoy playing and eating
there? Have you ever had a sleepover there?
4) When is our favorite reading time each day?
5) Where do we put this book after we read it? Do we need to turn off the computer, iPad
or laptop after we read this book online?
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For Children Age: 3 – 6 Years Old
1) Which is your favorite part of the book?
2) What is the story about? Which words do you not understand?
3) Have you ever been asked to keep something for a friend for a while and return to the
friend later? Did you keep the thing well? How did you do so? Did you miss the thing
when you returned it to the friend? Was your friend happy getting it back?
4) Are you a foster child? Or are you a foster sibling? Please share some of the stories of
when you were fostered or when you were a foster sister or brother. What are some of
the special things we must remember to do when we care for someone? Do we act
selfishly or do we think of others before ourselves?
5) If you have never been a foster child or foster sibling, do we know of someone who is a
part of a foster family? Can you imagine what it would be like to be fostered? Do you
think it is like a helper or a babysitter coming into your home to look after you for a
period of time when your parents are on a date?
6) If you can add more things to this book, what would you like to add?
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5) What does care mean? What is the opposite of care? What does it mean to be
someone who is caring? What does it mean to be someone who is uncaring?
6) What does selflessness mean? What is the opposite of selfless? What are some of the
things we do that would be considered selfish? What are some of the things that we
can do to be selfless?
7) Are there other words you want to see in a book like this?
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⁁ᷧῲ⯴ạ↞㼇䄈ガ䙫ạƏ⎯㘖䔁溣ヶ〄Ƣ

1) 㛧▃㭈怀㜓㛟䙫ⓑᷧ惏⇭Ƣ

6) 䄈䦨㘖䔁溣ヶ〄Ƣ䄈䦨䙫⎴侐婅㘖䔁溣ƢㇸῸ㈧⁁䙫ⓑẂṲガƏ㛪墒好䂡㘖凑䦨䙫Ƣ

2) 怀ῲ㔬Ṳ㘖旃㖣䔁溣ƢⓑẂ婅⽀㘖ᷴ㗵䙤䙫Ƣ

ㇸῸ⏖Ọ⁁ⓑẂṲガƏ桖⇡ㇸῸ䙫䄈䦨Ƣ

3) 婍怵㛰㛲⎲媲㰩㚒㘩䂡ẽƒ⥠ῄ䮈ᷧẂ㝘奦ƏḲ⽳㈴㭟恫䵍ẽƒ⥠▵Ƣ㛰㱹㛰

7) 恫ペ✏怀㨊䙫㛟Ḕ䛲∗⅝ẽ婅⽀▵Ƣ

⥤⥤ῄ䮈悊㝘奦Ƣ㘖⿵溣⁁⽾∗Ƣ䕝㉱悊ờ㝘奦㭟恫䵍㛲⎲㘩Ə㛰㱹㛰㎂
⭪Ƣ䙫㛲⎲⎽⛅悊ờ㝘奦㘩檿凯▵Ƣ
4) 㘖ᷧῲ⮫棱䙫⭐⬷▵Ƣㇽ俬㘖ᷧῲ⮫棱⭐⬷䙫Å⼆⦱⦠▵Ƣ媲⇭Ẓ✏⮫棱㘩Ə
ㇽ㘖ὃ䂡ᷧῲ⮫棱⭐⬷䙫⦱⦠ㇽÅ⼆Ə䭮Ḕ䵺㭞䙫ᷧẂ㔬Ṳ˛䕝ㇸῸ旃㇞∌ạƏㇸ
Ὸ⾬柯嬠姿奨⁁ⓑẂ䉠∌䙫ṲガƢㇸῸ䙫堳䂡㘖⇡㖣凑䦨Ə恫㘖ℯ俪ㅕ∌ạƏ㈴ペ
∗凑ⷘƢ
5) ⥩㞃⾅Ὥᷴ㘖ᷧῲ⮫棱䙫⭐⬷Əㇽ㘖ᷧῲ⮫棱⭐⬷䙫Å⼆⦱⦠ƏㇸῸ婴嬿㛰ạ㘖
Ὥ凑ᷧῲ⮫棱⮝⺔▵Ƣ僤ペ₶⮫棱㘖⿵㨊▵Ƣ妡⽾怀₶㘖䙫䈝㮴奨⣽⇡Əᷧ
ἴ⹒㈲ㇽῄ⦭Ὥ∗䙫⮝Ə䅎桎ᷧ㮜㘩敺▵Ƣ
6) ⥩㞃⏖Ọ✏怀㜓㛟Ḕ⢅㷢ᷧẂⅎ⮠Əペ⢅㷢䔁溣Ƣ
For Children Age: 6 – 10 Years Old
1) How do you spell the word, “Fostering”?
2) What do you like or not like about this book?
3) Do you think this is a happy story or a sad story? Why?
4) Do you agree that fostering is a good way to help a child in need? Why or why not?
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